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Heavy Snowstorms at Blue Hill (Boston), Mass.*
II. Pressure, Wind and Temperature on Mt. Washington During the 24 Hours
Prior to the Onset of Heavy Snow at Blue Hill
CHARLES F . BROOKS AND IRVING I. SCHELL
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University, Milton 86, Mass.

ABSTRACT

During the 24 hours before the all-snow storms (of which there were 12), the pressure on
Mt. Washington (elevation 6,288 ft. and 142 miles to the north) rises, the usually prevailing
strong northwesterly wind drops sharply, and the temperature mostly shows a rise from a low
value. Before heavy snow mixed or alternating with rain (4 storms), the pressure on Mt.
Washington starts high and falls, the temperature is moderate, and the wind velocity is comparatively low, frequently with southerly or easterly components.
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Forecasting for this region might be expected
to be favored by the reports from the Mt. Washington Observatory, 6,288 feet above sea level and
142 miles north of Blue Hill (131 miles north of
Boston). The summit provides a continuous record at an important level which can be used to
supplement the upper-air data obtained by R A O B
every twelve hours only [5].
Studies of Mt. Washington weather before rainand snowstorms at Blue Hill made previously by
Pagliuca (see Dorsey) [1, pp. 336-7] and by
Dorsey [1, pp. 336-7] indicated that whether
heavy winter precipitation will fall in this region
when a storm appears headed this way depends
first of all on the wind. When the wind on top
of Mt. Washington continues strong northwesterly, there will be no appreciable precipitation, the
approaching disturbance being diverted in an
easterly direction and out to sea, the strong northwest wind, by its very existence, indicating the
presence of high pressure southwest of the Mountain. If, on the other hand, the wind on Mt.
Washington drops rapidly, or after having been
low either stays weak or turns southwesterly and
rapidly increases in strength, the (middle level)
high-pressure ridge is moving over Mt. Washington, and the area of strongly ascending tropical
air and accompanying heavy snow, or snow with
rain, is likely to reach Boston.
Dorsey's analysis also indicated that the average trend of pressure and temperature on Mt.
Washington preceding heavy rain at Blue Hill is
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different from that preceding heavy snow. Prior
to heavy rainfall, the average pressure on Mt.
Washington falls, the wind shifts from W X N to
S X W and increases from a moderate gale to a
whole gale, and the average temperature, initially
relatively high, rises and then becomes stationary.
Prior to heavy snow the average pressure shows

FIG. 3. Mean 3-hourly pressures, temperatures and
winds on Mt. Washington before the onset of heavy
snowstorms at Blue Hill, in the cold seasons from
1938/9 to 1946/7. The solid lines show the means prior
to 12 storms with continuous snowfall totaling 9 inches
or more. The dashed lines show the means prior to 4
storms with snowfall totaling 9 inches or more, but interrupted by rain for a time. The arrows represent the
directions from which the wind blew, an arrow pointing
vertically downward representing a north wind.
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These differences among the 16 heavy snowstorms considered here indicate that these snowstorms were not of uniform character. Indeed,
one obvious differentiating feature, important from
the theoretical as well as the forecasting standpoint, is the type of precipitation which accompanied these storms. Though in very case 9 or
more inches of snow was measured, in 4 cases
rain fell as well, either alternating or mixed with
the snow.
Dividing, therefore, the Mt. Washington data
preceding the snowstorms according to precipitation as snow throughout and as snow alternating
with rain (see T A B L E 1), we find ( T A B L E 2)
with snow alone a mean rise of 2 mb, and only 3
of the 12 cases with a pressure fall exceeding 1
mb from 24 hours before snow to the time it
began at Blue Hill. In all but one of these 3
cases it had risen first. With snow interrupted
by rain the mean pressure fell 4 mb, all 4 cases
showing falls, without interim rises, in the same
24-hour period.
Temperature before all snow rose on the average 13 F deg., and in only 1 of the 12 cases did
the temperature fall. Before snow interrupted by
rain, however, there was no change in mean temperature, but the 4 individual cases had one rise
and one fall of 2 F deg. and one rise and one fall
of 18 F deg.
Wind before all snow shifted from a prevailing
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a small rise, the wind shifts from N W to W N W
and decreases from a whole gale to a moderate
breeze, and the average temperature is comparatively low but rises slowly.
The Mt. Washington data preceding the sixteen
heavy winter snowstorms (1938/9-1946/7) at
Blue Hill ( T A B L E 1) subsequent to those previously analyzed (1932/3-1938/9) were treated
somewhat as before. The average pressure, wind
and temperature were tabulated for 24, 21, 18, 15,
12, 9, 6, 3 and 0 hours before the onset of snow
at Blue Hill. The results obtained (FIG. 3)
( T A B L E S 2 to 4) showed that, while the average
trends were substantially the same as for the
earlier analyzed snowstorms, there were important deviations. Thus, while there was on the
average a general small rise in pressure from 24
hours before to the hour when snow began, a fall
occurred in eight cases and no change in one.
Similarly, while the usual temperature trend in
13 cases can be represented by practically a steady
rise, the temperature fell in 3 cases. The wind,
too, .exhibited large deviations from the usual
sharp drop in speed shortly before the snow began. Comparatively little change in speed and
relatively low speeds during the 24-hour period
preceding snow were noted in several cases, and
a sharp increase instead of a decrease in one other
case. Marked differences in wind directions between the new group and the old were also found.
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direction of N W with mean speed of 57 mi/hr to
S W 18, a fall of 39 mi/hr. In only one case was
the direction other than N W or W until 9 hours
before snow began. Wind before snow interrupted by rain changed from prevailing N, mean
18 mi/hr, to SE 31, an increase of 13 mi/hr.
Northerly to westerly winds dominated until 3
hours before snow began when S to E took over.
The 24-hour average drop of only 4 mb in
pressure before heavy snow interrupted by rain is,
as would be expected, intermediate between a
greater drop of 5 mb, found by Dorsey [1] before rain throughout, and our finding of an average rise of 2 mb before heavy snow throughout.
W e have corrected Dorsey's 9 mb for the Bernoulli effect, after Falconer [7], to 5 mb, to make
his figure comparable with ours.
Similarly, shortly before rain only, the wind
increases from moderate westerly to strong southwesterly; before snow only it usually decreases
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bring warm enough air to change it from snow
to rain. That before snow, changing to rain, on
the other hand, is characteristic of slowly moving
systems, with ample time for advectional warming
to change snow to rain. In the latter case, the
high-pressure area is already over the region 24
hours before snow begins; in the former, the receding low in the northeast is still strongly felt
24 hours before precipitation from the new storm
begins, and the high-pressure ridge passes only
some 3 to 9 hours before the snow starts.
Considering the 16 heavy snowstorms, we find
the Mt. Washington data before the Feb. 19-21,
1940, snowstorm, probably, the most divergent,
inasmuch as low wind speeds (under 19 mi/hr)
and relatively high pressures (above 804 mb)
were accompanied by comparatively high temperatures during the entire 24-hour period preceding
snow. The twice-daily surface synoptic maps
preceding the arrival of this storm (only those
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from strong northwesterly to low velocities from
variable directions; while before snow with rain
the velocity is mostly low or moderate, and the
frequency of southerly and easterly components
in the last 12 hours (13 in 20 cases) is much
greater than for snow only (16 in 55 cases).
( C f . TABLE 4 . )

The probable explanation for the 24-hour rise
in pressure before heavy snowstorms with snow
throughout and the 24-hour fall in pressure before
heavy snowstorms interrupted by rain, is that the
Polar-continental air mass which figures in the
development of the snowstorm has invaded the
Mt. Washington region more deeply in the first
instance than in the second. The accompanying
considerably lower temperatures, higher wind
speeds, and greater frequency of winds from a
N W quadrant would seem to bear this out.
The pattern before all-snow is typical of rapidly moving storm systems. The precipitation of
the oncoming cyclone ends before advection can
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for Feb. 18, at 0730h, and Feb. 19, at 1930h,
shown here, FIGS. 4 and 5) disclosed that the
polar continental air mass which invaded New
England on the 15th in the wake of the Feb.
14-15 heavy snowstorm persisted, practically undisturbed, till the 19th, with the result that the
usual development under such circumstances,
namely, light winds and considerable warming
aloft (through subsidence), took place. The Mt.
Washington temperature of 22 °F at 0400h the
19th was only 8 F deg. lower than the concurrent
temperature at Blue Hill, which is to be compared
with a normal difference for cP air masses in
winter of approximately 23 F deg. and extreme
differences, with fresh cP or cA outbreaks, of
more than 30 F deg. [6].
Summarizing, ( 1 ) Dorsey has shown f l ] that
before heavy rain at Blue Hill, Mt. Washington
has a marked fall in pressure, a rapid rise in
temperature and a backing of wind to strongsoutherly; (2) before heavy snow that will be
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FIG. 4. Weather map Feb. 18 (0730h E.S.T.), 1940. A slow moving cyclone that had already begun to occlude
moved into the lower Mississippi Valley on Feb. 17, IV2 days before snow associated with it began falling in southern New England.
Although the center of the cyclone moved but little in 12 hours preceding this map, the precipitation front advanced about 275 mi. toward New England. Occlusion is virtually complete. Note the N W - S E high pressure
wedge across New York and New England.
In the next 12 hours the cyclone began to fill noticeably, and warm and cold front preliminaries of a secondary low
in South Carolina appeared. The precipitation front continued its advance at about the same rate. The features of
FIGURES 4 and 5 were taken from the series of MS weather maps analyzed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by courtesy of the Department of Meteorology.
FIG. 5. Weather map Feb. 19 (1930h, E.S.T.), 1940. Overnight, Feb. 18-19, the primary low virtually stalled
and filled some more, while a vigorous secondary developed, with multiple fronts. The precipitation front, moving
a little more slowly, had gotten well into southwestern New England. By the evening of the 19th, here shown,
only a suggestion of the primary is left in the form of the southwestward trough of low pressure from the growing
secondary that is moving slowly northeastward. Heavy snow is falling at Boston; and, owing to the great westward
extent of the precipitation area, snow, sleet or rain continued for a day and a half more.
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interrupted by rain of substantial duration, Mt.
Washington shows a small fall in pressure, the
temperature stays above zero with little change,
and the wind velocity is generally low or moderate with easterly or southerly components; and
(3) before heavy snow throughout, the pressure
rises, the temperature rises but stays below 20°F
and sometimes even below zero, and the wind on
Mt. Washington diminishes from strong northwesterly in the 24 hours before the storm (see
TABLE

5).

The 24-hour sequences of Mt. Washington data
before heavy snowstorms have been now used for
several winters as a supplementary aid to synoptic
data in forecasting snow at Boston. When a
storm that may bring snow approaches, the current sequence on the Mountain, referred to the
Weather Bureau's forecasted time of beginning of
precipitation, is plotted and compared with the
mean and individual sequences of the 16 heavy
snowstorms analyzed here. If there is similarity
to one or the other pattern this fact is borne in
mind by the forecaster as he studies his synoptic
charts and cross-sections; and, in case of equivocal synoptic indications, inclines him, according to

the degree of similarity, to favor heavier, rather
than lighter, snow, with or without rain, according to the pattern. On the other hand, if the
sequence on Mt. Washington is at variance with
previous experience before heavy snow he will
hesitate to forecast much snow unless synoptic
indications very strongly favor it.
A tabulation of the sequences before all storms,
whether with heavy snow or not, would of course
yield a more helpful and objective statistical tool
for the forecaster; and an extension of this study
along such lines will be made.
{To be Concluded)
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8. Effects of Cloud Seeding with Silver Iodide Smoke.
—R. D. Elliott, American Institute of Aerological
Research, Pasadena, California. 30 minutes.

14. Alfalfa Seed Frost Forecasting in Utah.—A. B.
Carpenter, U. S. Weather Bureau, Salt Lake City,
Utah. 20 minutes.

9. The Role of Weather in the Operation of Dams in
Arid Climates.—M. Diamond, Bureau of Reclamation,
Boulder City, Nevada. 20 minutes.
10. (Title to be Announced.) —G. R. Hilst and D. E.
Jenne, to be read by Mr. Hilst, Richland, Washington.
20 minutes.
11. Comparative Snow Melt and Rainfall Ratio for
Northern Utah.—A. R. Croft, Forest Service, Ogden,
Utah. 20 minutes.
12. A Study of Weather Factors Related to the Forecasting and Occurrence of Snow Avalanches in the
Wasatch Mountains.—F. C. Koziol, Wasatch National Forest, Salt Lake City, Utah. 20 minutes.
13. Refraction Phenomena Affecting Ceilometer Observations.—P. F. Kangiesser, U. S. Weather Bureau,
Oakland, California. 20 minutes.
Wednesday, June 21st, 2:00 to 11:00

P.M.

Field trip to Geneva Steel Plant, with dinner and concert by the Paganini Quartet at the Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah.

15. An Objective Method of Forecasting Summer Precipitation at Salt Lake City.—P. Williams, Jr., U. S.
Weather Bureau, Salt Lake City, Utah. 20 minutes.
16. Forecasting August Maximum Temperatures at Salt
Lake City.—W. Harrell, U. S. Weather Bureau, Salt
Lake City, Utah. 20 minutes.
17. An Objective Approach to Wintertime Precipitation
Forecasting for Northwest Colorado.—Woodrow W .
Dickey, U. S. Weather Bureau, Denver, Colorado,
and Sanford P. Miller, U. S. Weather Bureau, Shannon, Ireland. T o be read by Mr. Dickey. 30 minutes.
18. Forecasting Precipitation on the West Slopes of
Colorado.—H. B. Laird, U. S. Weather Bureau,
Denver, Colorado. 30 minutes.
19. An Objective Aid for Forecasting September Thunderstorms at Denver, Colorado.—K. C. Tillotson,
U. S. Weather Bureau, Denver, Colorado. 30 minutes.
Thursday, June 22nd, 2:00

P.M.

John C. Eberhardt, Chairman
(Technical papers; titles to be announced later.)
(Special conferences for Weather Bureau, Air Weather
Service and Navy Aerology personnel may be held
on this afternoon if conditions warrant.)
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